How magnetism emerges in low-dimensional materials such as transition metal dichalcogenides at the monolayer limit is still an open question. Herein, we present a comprehensive study of the magnetic properties of single crystal and monolayer VSe2.0, both experimentally and ab initio. Magnetometry, X-ray magnetic circular dichrosim (XMCD) and ab initio calculations demonstrate that the charge density wave in bulk stoichiometric VSe2.0 causes a structural distortion with a strong reduction in the density of sates at the Fermi level, prompting the system towards a nonmagnetic state but on the verge of a ferromagnetic instability. In the monolayer limit, the structural rearrangement induces a Peierls distortion with the opening of an energy gap at the Fermi level and the absence of magnetic order. Control experiments on defect-induced VSe 2−δ single crystals show a breakdown of magnetism, discarding vacancies as a possible origin of magnetic order in VSe2.0.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of graphene [1] , much scientific effort is concentrated on the characterization of purely twodimensional (2D) materials. In particular, the family of layered transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs, MX 2 : M=Nb, Ti, V,... X= S, Se, Te) is attracting great attention [2] [3] [4] [5] since emergent phenomena driven by novel electronic, optical and quantum many-body properties at the 2D limit could lead to new applications [6] . Control over the material thickness down to the monolayer limit has been accurately achieved by mechanical exfoliation [7] , chemical vapor deposition and layer-by-layer Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) [8, 9] , revealing that collective quantum ground states, coherent modulation of electronic periodicities [10] , superconductivity [11] , optoelectronic and valley excitonic physics [12] [13] [14] [15] survive down to the atomic scale.
Nevertheless, long-range magnetic ordering in low dimensions has been elusive for decades. Theoretically, the Mermin-Wagner theorem [16] prohibits long-range magnetic order in the 2D isotropic Heisenberg model at finite temperatures if the system is spin-rotational invariant. Nevertheless, Ising-type ferromagnetism has been observed in a purely 2D material [17] [18] [19] , paving the path for future spintronic applications. Moreover, simple defects in a host lattice strongly alter both macroscopic and local properties of the system. Magnetic order from disorder has been observed to emerge in Bose condensates upon substitution of non-magnetic ions by spinless impurities [20] , Kondo systems [21] and in highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) [22] , demonstrating that grain boundaries, vacancies and point defects can act as magnetic nuclei in a non-magnetic matrix [23] .
Recently, a strong ferromagnetic (FM) signal at room temperature has been reported at the monolayer limit of the 2D van der Waals system VSe 2 [24] , broadening the sprectrum of 2D materials hosting magnetism in the ultrathin limit [25, 26] . van der Waals stacked layers of VSe 2 consist of 6-fold coordinated V atoms crystallizing in a trigonal (1T) structure (P3m1 space group in the normal state, NS, Fig. 1(a) . As many TMDs [27, 28] , both transport [29, 30] and diffraction [31] show that bulk VSe 2.0 develops a 3D charge density wave (CDW) below T CDW ∼ 110 K [32] with a new commensurate 4a × 4a × 3c lattice periodicity [29, 33, 34] . A pseudogap appears at the Fermi surface [35] and the system remains paramagnetic [29, [35] [36] [37] . Remarkably, T CDW increases at the monolayer limit [7] and a gap opens at the Fermi level [9] with a controversial magnetic behavior for exfoliated [7] and MBE-grown monolayers [24] . However, a consistent picture about the microscopic origin of magnetism in VSe 2.0 and the development of FM order in this non-magnetic material in 2D is still lacking. In part, this is a consequence of the proximity to electronic and magnetic instabilities which can balance the competition between ground states in the 2D limit. Angle resolved photoemission (ARPES) [10] and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) [8] have revealed an electronic reconstruction of single layer VSe 2.0 compared with the bulk counterpart, without a detectable FM exchange splitting, casting doubts on whether magnetism originates from an induced band structure spin splitting caused by dimensionality reduction or extrinsic defects come into play. Indeed, previous density functional the-
(a) ory (DFT) calculations [38] [39] [40] [41] found a FM ground state for both bulk and single-layer VSe 2.0 . However, these DFT calculations do not take into account the effect of the CDW structure and hence, the electronic reconstruction and the effect of impurities are largely overlooked. In order to shed light about the nature of the magnetic ground state in VSe 2.0 , we have carried out a comprehensive theoretical and experimental study of bulk single crystal and monolayer VSe 2.0 . We report that, due to the reduction of the density of states (DOS) at the Fermi level caused by the opening of the CDW pseudo-gap, bulk VSe 2.0 is close to a ferromagnetic instability, which cannot be induced by defects or vacancies. Besides, monolayer VSe 2.0 shows a Peierls-like distortion that opens a full gap at the ultrathin limit, preventing the system to develop a long-range ferromagnetic order, in agreement with recent reports [10] .
II. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Single crystals of VSe 2.0 and VSe 1.8 were grown by chemical vapor deposition following previous reports [30] . 5% excess of Se for VSe 2.0 and stoichiometric V:Se (1:2) for VSe 1.8 was used during the synthesis. V:Se ratio was measured by Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). Single layer VSe 2.0 was grown by MBE on epitaxial bilayer graphene on Silicon carbide (Si-C) and highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) substrates in a ultrahigh vacuum chamber with a base pressure of ∼ 1×10 −9 and 250 • C. After the growth, three minutes postannealing in Se-rich atmosphere was carried out to fill in the Se vacancies. A Se capping layer was deposited after cooling to prevent oxidation and was in situ evaporated for XMCD experiments. Magnetic measurements on Secapped VSe2 monolayers grown on diamagnetic bilayer graphene/SiC were carried out in a SQUID magnetometer up to 7 Tesla. X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) at the V L 2,3 -edge up to 6 T was performed at the BOREAS beamline at ALBA synchrotron [42] . Cluster calculations were carried out using crystal field theory implemented in the QUANTY code [43, 44] for the atomic-like 2p
6 -3d δ → 2p 5 -3d δ+1 transitions. First principles DFT ab initio electronic structure calculations [45, 46] were performed using an all-electron full potential code (wien2k [47] ). The exchange-correlation term for the bulk structure was the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof [48] scheme. The LDA+U method was used for the 2D case [49] . The calculations were carried out with a converged k -mesh and a value of R mt K max = 7.0 and a R mt value of 2.12 a. u. for both V and Se. Transport properties were obtained with the BoltzTrap2 code [50] using a denser kmesh, solving the Boltzmann transport equation within the constant scattering time approximation.
III. RESULTS
The paper is organized as follows: first, we present the experimental and theoretical results obtained for bulk VSe 2.0 , followed by showing the results for the system at the monolayer limit. We have compiled the discussion and conclusions in section IV.
A. Bulk VSe2.0 Plotted in Fig. 1 (b-c) are the temperature dependence of the magnetization for VSe 2.0 and VSe 1.8 single crystals. Following previous reports [29, 30] , the charge density wave transition is identified as a kink in the magnetic susceptibility; at 110 K for VSe 2.0 and 55 K for VSe 1.8 , evidencing the drop in transition temperature upon introducing Se defects. Interestingly, the field dependence of the magnetization shows 0.03 T hysteresis for VSe 2.0 ( Fig. 1d and inset), similar to that reported in monolayer VSe 2 [24] , but absent in single crystals of VSe 1.8 ( Fig. 1e) . Nevertheless, neither the magnetization of VSe 2.0 nor VSe 1.8 saturates at 6 T. Taking into account the higher density of vacancies in VSe 1.8 , the small hysteresis observed in VSe 2.0 could arise from Kondo impurities [51] or phase slippage of the CDW [52] .
To identify the source of magnetism in VSe 2.0 single crystals, we have carried out x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) at the V L 2,3 edge at 6 T (Fig. 2) . As shown in Fig. 2(b) , a small XMCD signal, defined as (σ + -σ − ), can only be detected in VSe 2.0 at the L 2,3 in grazing incidence geometry (GI) at 6 T, suggesting that small moments are in-plane aligned. On the other hand, no significant dichroic signal is detected in VSe 1.8 for normal and grazing incidence geometries. Comprehensive transport data highlighted the Kondo effect in VSe 2.0 single crystals below 40 K [51] , thus, the small magnetic dichroism at the V L 2,3 edge can be assigned to Kondo impurities. Nevertheless, the small XMCD signal precludes us to retrieve a hysteresis loop from the magnetic dichroism experiments. Further, the introduction of Se vacancies seems to be detrimental to magnetism.
In order to obtain a deep understanding of the electronic and magnetic ordering in single crystals of VSe 2.0 , we have carried out ab initio calculations, both in the normal (NS) and CDW state. ARPES and X-ray diffraction [29] have found a 3-dimensional CDW below 110 K, leading to the opening of a pseudo-gap at the Fermi level at ( ) reciprocal lattice units [53] . To take this into account in our calculations, we have computed a 4a × 4a × 3c supercell. Therefore, the introduction of a periodic lattice distortion may affect the calculated DOS at the Fermi level and hence the magnetic properties of this itinerant electron system. Since VSe 2.0 is an itinerant-electron system, one can make use of the phenomenological Stoner model [54] analyze how close the system is to a magnetic instability. The Stoner theory compares the energy gained by the system via a spin splitting to the kinetic energy cost produced by displacing minority-spin electrons into a higherenergy majority-spin band. Only when the overall energy gets reduced, an itinerant electron system becomes spontaneously magnetic. The Stoner criterion states that:
where I is the exchange energy between the Bloch dband electrons, the so called Stoner parameter [55] . Itinerant ferromagnets such as Fe, Ni and Co present values of I · DOS(E F ) ranging from 2.5 to 3 [56] .
It follows from the energy (E) vs magnetization (M) curve that the bulk normal state yield a FM ground state with a broad minimum around at 0.6 µ B per V atom, (blue line in Fig. 3c) , with E = (1 − IDOS(E F ))/DOS(E F )M 2 + kM 4 and k is a fitting parameter independent of I [55] . The Fermi level is located at n = 0, where n is the number of electrons per formula unit and n > 0 (n < 0) implies hole (electron) doping, and the carrier concentration was calculated using a rigid-band approximation by integrating the total DOS of the non-magnetic calculation. In Fig. 4a , we show that the Stoner criterion for FM is satisfied for -0.5<n<0.5. However, any perturbation to this system leads to a small reduction in the DOS at the Fermi level and to a non-magnetic state. Previous ab initio studies have shown that a reduction of the FM moment can be achieved by strain engineering [39] .
The optimized atomic positions at low temperature (CDW state), taking into account the new lattice periodicity [29] , are plotted in Fig. 3b , showing that the shortrange hexagonal symmetry is lost. The CDW structure calculated ab-initio is 28 meV per formula unit more stable than the NS structure resulting in a strong reduction of the DOS at the Fermi level (Fig. 4b) and a quenching of the FM moment as compared with the NS (Fig. 3c) .
Experimentally, a significant enhancement in the Seebeck effect is observed at the transition from the NS at high temperatures to the CDW state below 110 K, due to the opening of a pseudo-gap at the Fermi level. In the computed thermopower of both the NS (blue dashed line) and the CDW (red line) structures is compared to the ones in the literature [30] (black points), evidencing that the relaxed structure can be modeled reasonably well with the CDW state found experimentally. Despite the coarse fitting at low temperature, an enhancement of the thermopower with respect to the NS is also obtained in the theoretical simulations within the constant scattering time approximation. This is further evidence for the reliability of modelling bulk VSe 2.0 in its CDW phase using a 4a × 4a × 3c supercell. Figure 6 (a-b) shows the atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of high quality monolayer VSe 2 grown on HOPG and Si-C, respectively, with typical heights of 6Å. The field dependence of the magnetization (M [H ]) at 300 and 5 K for VSe 2.0 grown on Si-C substrate is presented in Figure 6 (b). The magnetic curves show a negative slope characteristic of the diamagnetic signal from the Si-C substrate, without indications of saturation or hysteresis, ruling out any magnetism coming from the VSe 2 monolayers, at least within the limit of detection of our setup. Besides, XMCD at 6 T shows no magnetic dichroism neither in normal nor grazing incidence, as shown in Fig. 6(d-e) . A careful comparison between the XAS spectra of the single crystals and the monolayer also reveals a broadening of the L 3 edge in the ultra-thin limit, presumably as a consequence of the electronic reconstruction in the 2D limit.
B. Monolayer VSe2
To estimate the theoretical dichroism expected for a d 1 system, we have carried out cluster calculations in the cubic and trigonal crystal field for the atomic-like 3d transitions using QUANTY. The code incorporates the intra-atomic 3d -3d and 2p-3d, magnetic exchange interactions, the atomic 2p and 3d spin-orbit couplings and local crystal field parameter and Coulomb energies (Slater integrals) obtained within the Hartree-Fock approximation [57] . Figure 6d and 6(f-g) shows the experimental and the simulated isotropic spectrum, defined as σ + +σ − as a function of the crystal field 10D q expected for spin-1 2 in a trigonal and cubic symmetries. To simulate the monolayer VSe 2.0 spectra, we used 40% of the atomic values of the Slater integrals in the O h and C 3v symmetries of the V sites. As shown in Fig. 6 (f-g) , the crystal field calculations for spin-
4+ reveal a finite, but crystal-field dependent, 10D q , magnetic dichroism. Strain effects induced by the HOPG and SiC-graphene, which might alter the crystal field parameter, are found to be negligible in 2D monolayer TMDs. Therefore, the absence of magnetic dichroism in single layer VSe 2.0 points to a strong electronic renormalization at the ultrathin limit. In fact, screening effects are enhanced with respect to the bulk VSe 2.0 , thus leading to an additional renormalization of the DOS. Indeed, the CDW phase is observed at T 2D CDW > T 3D CDW [7] , revealing an enhancement of the electronelectron and electron-phonon interactions in 2D. Further- more, the hopping parameter, t, between layers vanishes and, hence, the ratio between the on-site Coulomb repulsion and hopping, U /t, increases.
Following ARPES experiments [8, 10] , the ground state of monolayer VSe 2.0 is characterized by an energy gap. However, the electronic modulation of the CDW remains under discussion [8] [9] [10] . We present calculations on a 2a × 2a supercell in order to understand the possible electronic reconstructions that may occur in the 2D limit when a periodic lattice distortion takes place. Figure  7(a) shows the evolution of the energy gap in the whole Brillouin zone as a function of U for a fully relaxed 2a × 2a supercell of the monolayer. At reduced values of U, a metallic FM structure is stable. However, for U greater than 2.7 eV a non-magnetic CDW is formed and, consequently, an energy gap appears in the whole Brillouin zone, in agreement with experiments [10] . The calculated band structures for the non-magnetic-monolayer NS and CDW state are shown in Fig. 7(c) . If no structural instability is present, the d -band crossing at the Fermi level and the high density of states (blue dashed line in Fig.  7(d) ) leads to a FM metallic state. Nevertheless, the structural transition associated to the CDW, depicted in Fig. 7(b) , drives the system towards a Peierls-like distortion with a tetramerization among 4 V atoms. A comparison between the DOS of the NS structures both for the bulk and the monolayer reveals that decreasing dimensionality increases the DOS at the Fermi level, the bands become flatter due to the absence of the off-plane hopping. In general, for itinerant systems, this would be a mechanism to enhance the stability of a FM phase. However, due to the CDW state, the 4 d -bands in the 2a × 2a supercell hybridize forming 2 bonding and 2 antibonding bands (right side of Fig. 7(b) opening an energy gap (red line in Fig. 7(d) ) with a concomitant quenching of the FM moment. Finally, in order to study ab initio the effect of strain and Se vacancies in the monolayer limit, we have computed the DOS for different strain values and also carried out similar calculations including Se vacancies in a V:Se ratio similar to our single-crystal experiments (Fig. 8) . We have performed spinless calculations in the NS and shown that the DOS is not substantially increased (mostly reduced) with respect to the unstrainedstoichiometric NS monolayer VSe 2.0 . The effect of strain and Se vacancies can be seen in Fig. 8(a-b) , suggesting that neither strain nor Se vacancies will induce a FM state in single-layer VSe 2.0 , as discussed above in our experiments for the bulk case.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Recently, transport and magnetometry experiments have reported a FM ground state for monolayers of VSe 2 grown on different substrates [24] . This is in agreement with previous DFT calculations that have predicted the emergence of a FM ground state for monolayers of VX 2 (X=S, Se) [38] [39] [40] [41] . Our combination of experimental data, including magnetization and XMCD, find a small ferromagnetic signal for stoichiometric bulk VSe 2.0 , which may arise from Kondo impurities intercalated in the van der Waals gap. Naively, the Kondo mechanism gets inoperative when reducing the dimensionality of VSe 2.0 down to the ultrathin limit, thereby, any magnetic state driven by impurities can be discarded. In the bulk case, ab initio calculations show that a CDW phase of the periodicity found experimentally destroys magnetism and is the ground state structure.
Following our XMCD data and DFT calculations, we have found a non-magnetic ground state in monolayer VSe 2 , in agreement with recent ARPES data [8, 10] that demonstrates the absence of spin-polarized bands in the monolayer limit [10] . In addition, defects are shown to be detrimental to ferromagnetism, unlike the emergence of the vacancy-induced magnetism observed in graphite [22] . Nevertheless, despite our DFT calculations find a drop of DOS at the Fermi level discarding a possible FM state, the effect of intrinsic disorder in monolayer VSe 2.0 has to be carefully studied experimentally, since high density of vacancies, anti-sites, substitutions, edges and grain boundaries can dominate the materials' properties.
In conclusion, we have studied experimentally and theoretically the ground state of bulk and monolayers of VSe 2.0 . Our DFT calculations predict that the ground state of bulk VSe 2 develops a commensurate lattice distortion with a 4a × 4a × 3c supercell that reproduces the variation of the thermopower at high and low temperature, demonstrating the importance of considering the correct ground state structure when performing ab initio magnetic studies. This structure is shown to be related with the CDW phase that has been experimentally detected at low temperatures. Our DFT calculations for such a ground state show that FM is destroyed by such distortion, VSe 2.0 being a paramagnet in the bulk but on the verge to a magnetic state. In the monolayer limit, a periodic lattice distortion (2a × 2a) associated to the CDW state opens an energy gap through a Peierls-like distortion destroying the tendency towards a FM state, as we have reported experimentally by means of magnetization and XMCD. Our calculations suggest that the origin of the magnetic signal obtained for VSe 2.0 cannot be related to the band structure of the material, either in the bulk or in the single-layer limit and any magnetic ground state in the monolayer limit might be associated to a high density of defects, edges or grain boundaries, although control experiments in bulk VSe 1.8 and ab initio calculations in single layer VSe 2.0 indicate that strain induced by vacancies work against ferromagnetism. This work is supported by the MINECO of Spain through the project MAT2016-80762-R, PGC2018-101334-A-C22 and PGC2018-101334-B-C21.
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